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Under 11 Black 50 Gamers

Under 12 Red Win

Under 12 Red: Gabe on his 50th

Under 13 Red

Under 13 Red another Win
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Social Night - Saturday 21st July

Round 10

The Grand Warrandyte - Only $50 for Tickets - Book Now!

Hi All Sharks

This night is put on for our Parents to enjoy, mingle and let your hair down - let’s enjoy the
evening.

I observed some wonderful football matches over the weekend. They were close, tough
encounters whilst played in good spirit. It’s amazing how the game of football can teach many
of life’s lessons. Caring for your team mates, participating in a team environment, respecting
our opposition through to following rules. Society is no different, participation, looking out for
others, obeying regulations and displaying respect.
What a fantastic year our teams are having. Whist our Club focuses on participation, fun
and improving the children’s skills - all players know where their teams sit on the ladder. Ten
rounds in with only five Home & Away matches left, the competitive juices are flowing. Out of
a potential 18 teams (U11s upwards) playing for points, we currently have four in first position.
There are currently 8 teams in the top 4 with six others knocking on the door. Players, Mums
& Dads, enjoy the ride and I hope you get the chance to experience finals. Well done to all
players to date.
For a couple of our teams, it has been a bit of a struggle, however keep your heads up and
enjoy playing for your teammates and self. I know it’s sometimes difficult but lessons learnt
from this year will help to improve us all next year.
Representative Acknowledgement
Once again we are honoured to have an extensive list of our players selected to represent the
Sharks across a range of high level competitions. It is an outstanding recognition of a player’s
skill, their embodiment of our club’s culture and their potential in the wider football community.
Well done to all players who have been selected and we look forward to hear about your
success in these exciting new opportunities.
YJFL Rep Players

U14 Boys

School Sport Vic

Vic Metro

Lucas Bridger

Girls U15

U15 Boys

Please get online and book tickets now. Go to the TeamApp - Events - Calendar - July 21 Sharks Social - Purchase Tickets
All enquiries please contact Nina Foxwell
** CORRECTION** Colts / U18YG & Life Members Dinner
Please note that the transition dinner is for final players only. My Apologies in last week’s
message, I incorrectly stated it was for all colts (inc. U18YG & U17YG). The evening is for
those players in their last eligible year of junior football. It doesn’t correlate with what team you
compete in each week. Thank you for your understanding.
The Club will pay for the Player’s food and also Life Members in attendance. Numbers need
to be confirmed by 20th July. Parents are encouraged to attend however, will need to pay a
nominal $29.00 for a 2 course meal. Drinks are at bar prices. The event will be held at Club
Kilsyth, corner of Canterbury Road and Colchester Roads, Bayswater North.
COMMITTEE
At the end of Season 2018 a number of positions will become vacant on Committee. These
roles are a mixture of Executive, Non-Executive and Off-Committee roles and they include;
Director of Football, Events Manager, Marketing, Social Media Coordinator, and understudy
for Director of Team Managers. Whilst these opportunities are open to all Parents, I’d love to
see the next age bracket, our Parents of U 11s and U 12s take the opportunity of being able
to grow into the roles. We are NOW seeking your support so if you’re in a position to assist,
please contact me.
Summary
Enjoy the next two weekends off. I trust all players will help their parents out around the home.
See you all for Round 11 on Sunday July 15th.

Mia McAuliffe

McLaren Spiteri

U13 Interleague

Jorja Livingstone

Thomas Sonderhof

U13 Boys

Chloe Lee

Jackson Archer

Josh Tovey

U12 Boys

GO SHARKS!!

Cooper Trembath

Josh Smillie

If at any stage you have any queries then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.

Jorja Livingstone

U13 Girls

Eastern Rangers TAC

Ritchie Appleby –
President of the Sharks

Mia McAuliffe

Ava Leonard

James Blanck

Alannah Boell

Tess Parry

Lachlan Gawel

Chloe Lee

Lili Cameron

Lachlan Munro

Sophie Harvie

Charli Newton

Chelsea Dunoon

Remy Archer

Gus Brown (injured
returning soon)

U15 Girls

Park Orchards North Ringwood
Parish Junior Football Club
Phone: 0408 367 444

Matildae Rae
Vic Metro Team TAC

Jasmine Taylor

James Blanck
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UNDER 8 RED
COACH: Chris McGinty

UNDER 8 BLACK
COACH: Micheal Parker

SPONSORED BY:
Dental Art
Ph: 03 9876 4358

SPONSORED BY:
Krueger Projects
www.kruegerprojects.com.au

DentalArt

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte
9844 3202

UNDER 8 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

2

Chappell

Harry

9

Gadd

Jackson

3

McLeod

Maxi

10

Caltieri

Sam

4

Hume

Harrison

31

Brown

Levi

5

McGinty

Charlie

32

Buchanan

Jackson

6

Mijat

Jasper

35

Saunders

Darcy

7

Myers

Cohen

UNDER 8 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Ethan Genever

10

Luke O'Neil Parker

2

Archie Hattwich

12

Jackson Hartley

6

Harry McInerney

14

Marcus Di Battista

7

Lucas Zylan

18

Alex Giosserano

8

Finn Arbuthnot

19

Hugh Marsh

9

Kruze O'Neill

34

James Cahill

NO REPORT
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UNDER 9 RED
COACH: Damien Noonan
SPONSORED BY:
CLUB RINGWOOD
Ritchie Appleby: 9879 8733

UNDER 9 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Duffy

Patrick

12

Nicholls

Julian

2

Hales

Ben

14

Wachter

Kai

4

Radle

Ryan

19

Walsh

Liam

5

Fortington

James

23

Nicholls

Ben

6

Davis

Elliot

24

James

Henry

After last week’s deluge anything would be better than the apocalyptic conditions encountered
last game.

7

Robertson

Thomas

28

Inglese

Will

8

Noonan

Xavier

39

Noonan

Darcy

Stintons Reserve played host to today’s encounter against Doncaster with Thomas Robertson
captaining the team.

9

Hales

Angus

52

Lanza

Oliver

Park Orchards R v
Doncaster Cats

PMS 7546

After a last week we decided that the boys would benefit from a good solid warm up to get the
blood flowing and get the boys nice and warm ready to go. The Doncaster Cats have lots of
U8 players getting in and having a go so we decided to change the rules on the Sharks boys.
Marks are only to be paid if they completed, otherwise it was play on. After we explained that
as the opposition was smaller and many of a younger age the boys understood and took the
challenge on with gusto.
With a simple change to their mindset the boys attitude changed. You could see they all
understood that they had to mark the ball and the intensity and concentration increased.
Instead of pealing off as they sometimes expect that their team mate would be awarded the
mark the boys had to adjust and work to get to each aerial contest and make sure we had
numbers around the ball at ground level, this is where our speed, teamwork and ability to
move the ball quickly through hands can cut an opposition apart. This will be really important
as the boy’s transition from zones to full ground in coming years.
Throughout the game I though our marking improved as we knew that we had to ensure
we took the grab, I noted Patty diving desperately to try and mark the footy but instead
of stopping after not completing the mark he pounced back up and attacked it again. Kai
taking a mercurial finger tipper where he just floated into the pack and managed to hold onto
it. Darcy fighting for front position against Xavier who without hesitation jumped in to help
Doncaster who had a couple players off with injury during the first quarter, you could see
Darcy was desperate to hold onto it. Xavier did give him a little ear tickle to go on with. With
the likes of Ben and Ollie starting to impose their aerial strength, Doncaster could only watch
with the boys dominating in the skies then getting it to our runners.
With the ball moving through many sets of hands with some fine link up play the boys started
to get many opportunities to score, we started to go away from our team first play where our
aim is to make our team mate better, we started to get a bit excited and take long shots at
goal and not look after our teammate when we had the opportunity.
This lead to many points being kicked, it’s not the fact that we kicked so many points, but it is
why we kicked them, when we take things one ourselves and not look to find a teammate in
a better position we waste opportunities. Not opportunities to kick goals but opportunities to
make our teammate better.

running sharing, looking for passes and enjoying the success and sharing in our teammates
joy, with passages of play that wowed parents on both sides.
James and Ollie giving the 1-2 around the back and switch the direction of play out to Ben
who was now in space, takes a bounce and instead of just bombing it hitting a leading Liam
on the chest.
Ryan who ran onto a loose ball when just about to be besieged does the team thing and
knocks it forward to Darcy. Elliot being allusive forward and continually finding space. Thomas
leading like a captain and being aggressive around the contest willing his teammates on to do
their best.
Xavier sprinting away from the opposition through the midfield delivering Julian a worm burner
right into the bread basket. Angus’s desire and willingness to get in and go hard at every
opportunity.
Will who always looks for hands out first and two weeks in a row kicking on his left. Patty who
stripped the ball magnificently from the opposition and lays the best tackles, so his teammates
can get the ball keeps his feet and gets back in. Ollie who when only 10 meters out tried at
least 3 times to get a kick or handball so one of his teammate could kick a goal. Henry after
being struck with the winter bug late in the week giving his best to provide a target and be an
option up forward. Not always getting the reward but continuing to present so his teammates
around him can benefit.
Julian taking some strong marks up forward and continuing on his strong work rate from last
week. Kai smothering and putting his body in harms way time and again. Kai tackling hard
giving Ryan the chance to kick a goal. James unselfish play with quick hands in front of goal
to Ollie. Ben H came to play as he does every week and provides his team mates with loads of
energy and run. Liam who goes about his business without fuss or fanfare getting the job done
Fantastic effort and great sportsmanship during the day when the Umpire gave Doncaster the
opportunity to be able to enjoy their football also with free kicks out of the middle.
We always respect our opposition and umpires because without them we don’t get to play and
enjoy ourselves.
Awards: Angus Hales Ryan Radle

After a few words quietly in the boys ears we started to get back to our trademark style,

Opposition Award: Elliot Davis
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UNDER 9 BLACK
COACH: Sam Phelan
SPONSORED BY:
Jellis Craig Doncaster
Dallas Taylor / Daniel Broadbent: 8841 4888

A tough day out today against a good team in the Colts. A lot of The Sharks still looked shell
shocked after a very wet and windy game (that was ultimately abandoned) last week
QTR 1

UNDER 9 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Jumper

Surname

43

Grace Allan

51

Jack Ottens

14

Coby Baker

13

Luca Phelan

8

Archie Conlan

15

Charli Phelan

46

Patrick Cronin

3

Casey Prichard

49

Lucas Daley

44

Arlo Ross

16

Max Georgostathis

42

Archie Rowe

12

Alexander Kupinic

40

Joel Troani

52

Hudson Lynch

45

Charlie Wilson

Sharks first goal today was scored by Luca after a pass from Charlie.

QTR 4

It was a tough qtr of football with The Colts outscoring The Sharks 4 goals to 1.

Arlo still tackling hard, not giving up

Luca, Hudson and Coby all contributing well to keep The Sharks in the game at qtr time.

Max had a number of touches including a strong mark. Had a couple of shots on goal that
narrowly missed.

Special mention to Jack who persevered well often finding himself at the bottom of the pack!

Grace is chasing hard and putting pressure on
QTR 2

The Colts are still winning more contents and getting the ball forward for a number of goals

Luca and Coby teaming up again then Hudson kicks a great goal

Charlie saves a certain goal on the line but The Colts win the qtr again. Final siren cant come
quick enough for the Sharks this week.

Jack again working for a number of hard ball gets

Coaches awards:

Luca doing it all in and under and giving some outside run and flair

Personal best – Casey

Its still hard going though as The Colts kick the next 3 goals.
Coby again showing some speed with a number of dashing runs including an ‘almost’ goal
and a great intercept punch that was rewarded with a free kick (and should even get a golden
fist nomination!)

Tackle of the week – Paddy
Mark of the week - Max
Captains award – Charli P

Joel took a strong mark this term and Archie Rowe fashions a goal from nothing.

Captains award – Hudson

Archie C is rewarded with a free kick for putting his body on the line.

Luca was awarded coaches award by The Colts

Colts win the qtr well.

Captain: Hudson Lynch

QTR 3
Arlo makes a number of strong tackles this qtr. One after a long chase but not rewarded
Joel really got involved this qtr with some long kicks and crafty hand passes
Luca takes another strong mark but its not enough to stop the Colts who win the qtr 2 goals
to 0.
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UNDER 10 RED
COACH: Arthur Antonellas
SPONSORED BY:
Pneutech
1300 879 613
Kew Comets 4.10.34 def
Park Orchards 2.4.16

The boys were very keen to play at home at Domeney especially after having a couple of
weeks of no footy.
With a solid warm up and the team photo behind us the boys took to the ground to what we
knew would be a very solid team.
Captains Nate and Noodles won the toss and went to the non score board end.
The first quarter was a tough one with Kew Comets entering our back line on 8 occasions and
scoring 2 goals 3 points to our solitary point.
Highlights for the quarter included a great mark and kick by Oscar. The backline which
included Alby, Will T, Will F, Gabe and Zane all worked hard to keep Kew to 2 goals. Riley had
a great quarter and worked into great positioning on many occasions which saved allot of
goals. The midfield which included Logan, Josh P, Noodles and wingers Tom B and Isaac all
contributed well. Ruckman Nate Farrell fought hard and showed the way as Captain.
In the second quarter Kew kept pushing hard entering our back line 11 times. Young Zac
Antonellos had a great quarter stopping most entries and connecting well with his team mates
Josh P, Sam, Ned and Isaac. All in all we held them to only one goal for the quarter and Josh
B managed to score a point on the run. Other highlights included Zac’s left foot kick and
speedster Zane came into the game with some blocks and strong attacks on the ball in the
middle. Dan Nielsen went into the middle and combined with Nate which resulted in both
having great quarters. The quarter finished well with a great chase down and tackle by Gabe
which brought down the house on the coaches side of the ground.
With a solid break and adjustment to our game plan the boys were pumped up to get back
into the game. Kew kept trying hard and went into our back line on 11 occasions again.
Zac, Tom B and Josh B all fought hard to keep Kew from scoring. Nate kept hard at it with a
massive battle in the ruck and made us proud of him. Josh B showed us his class again with
some of the best kick outs from a junior footballer you would see going around.Tall Timber
Lachy had his best quarter for the season stopping 3 goals from being scored by protecting
the danger zone. It was also pleasing to see Beau get in and amongst things getting plenty of
the ball and playing his best game for the season. Tom E, Felix, Harvey and Harry all chipped
in and kept trying hard. To top this all off Zac tapped the ball in basketball style to Rossy who
ran onto it and ran in hard into the goal and kicked a sensational goal on the run. Boy that was
exciting to watch!!!
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UNDER 10 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
16
17
18

Antonellos
Italiano
Nielsen
Smith
Strik
Elliott
Prest
Bryant
Mcleod
Motteram
Knight
Bettiol

Zac
Gabriel
Daniel
Ned
Harry
Tom
Joshua
Tom
Samuel
Lachlan
Kai
Joshua

19
20
22
29
35
37
40
42
43
44
47
48

Hume
Hulbert
Innes
Di Donato
De Rooden
Fortington
Hattwich
Fry
Ross
Stephens
Torner
Farrell

Riley
Oscar
Beau
Isaac
Albert
William
Felix
Harvey
Logan
Zane
William
Nate

All in all it was great work by the Sharks with both teams only kicking 1 goal each. The boys
showed us all once again that we could take it to this team no matter how physical they were
right around the ground.
At 3 quarter time you could sense once again that the boys were steeled to tough it out. With
niggling injuries to Noodles and Zane, Zac and Logan not fully fit and then Nate copping a cut
to the lip in the last quarter the boys never gave in and kept fighting hard.
The midfield with Nate, Noodles, Zac and Presty took control in the last quarter with great help
from Riley and Dan who both played well today. Josh B and Logan kept trying hard up forward
and kept peppering the goals. The highlight of the last quarter was a sensational snap by Zac
Antonellos which would end up the only goal between the 2 teams for the quarter.
Once again we would go on and win the last quarter which is pretty much the story of all this
season so far.
All in all another great effort by the boys who certainly made us proud!!!
Captains - Nate Farrell, Ned Smith
Awards - Zane, Lachy
Goals - Logan & Zac
Best players - Nate, Rossy, Presty, Zac, Josh B, Riley, Lachy, Zane, Dan and Beau
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UNDER 10 BLACK
COACH: Daniel Bullen
SPONSORED BY:
MEGA PET WAREHOUSE
Sam Raso 9879 6299
Sharks 7.6. 48 Def
Preston 1.0. 6
Given the weather of the previous weekend, the cool but calm conditions that presented
themselves at Stintons Reserve on Sunday were welcome as the Sharks U10 Black boys took
on the Preston Bullants at Stintons.
With both Sharks U9 teams playing in the early timeslot - and the Sharks U11 side playing
immediately afterward - a sizeable crowd was in attendance which was great to see.
Special congratulations must go to Danny and Justin who made up the numbers for Preston.
These two boys played with the same great effort and attitude that they usually bring to our
side.
First Quarter
Kicking to the BMX track end, the Sharks found Preston to be a formidable opponent early as
the Bullants’ midfield got on top and were able to keep the ball in the forward line. But credit
to the Sharks back six, we were able to defend them from scoring with some strong aerial
work before our midfield started to get on top. A clean string of play that saw the ball switched
through the middle resulted in our first goal, and before long we had another on the board,
setting up a handy lead.

UNDER 10 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
19
21

McIntyre
Brown
Eastwood
DiGrazia
Tasca
McGowan
Paciocci
Laurence
Daley
Sonderhof
Stephen
Zylan
Bullen

Justin
Indy
Campbell
Noah
Daniel
Sean
Luke
William
Josh
Logan
Alexander
Dominic
Fynn

27
30
32
33
34
38
41
44
45
49
50
51

Thomas
Arifovic
McDonald
Hine
Halls
Kinnear
Brown
Shamloo
Hamilton
Wheatley
Wallace
Williamson

Isaiah
Keegan
Eamon
Cohen
Harry
Cash
Harrison
Liam
Logan
Granger
Austin
Daniel

Final Quarter
As to be expected, Preston refused to go away quietly and the last quarter was again another
hard-fought, physical contest. While the Sharks were able to play the game in their forward
half for much of the quarter, we were unable to find clean avenues to goal despite having three
shots to one.
Final scores
Sharks 7.6. 48 Preston 1.0. 6
Captain: Fynn Bullen

Sharks 2.3. 15 Preston 0.0 00

Effort Awards: Justin McIntyre

Second Quarter
The second quarter was one of the toughest and physical of the season, as Preston threw
everything at the Sharks. A battle between the half back lines ensued, and the crowd watched
on as the two teams wrestled for ascendancy. Pleasingly, we were able to keep Preston
to another scoreless quarter, but unable to make any real impression on the scoreboard
ourselves.
Sharks 2.4. 16 Preston 0.0. 00
Third Quarter
At the half time break, the Coach spoke to the boys about the need to hold their field position.
This change of mindset quickly bore fruit as the Sharks dominated the “Premiership Quarter”.
Led by our rucks, our midfield quickly got on top. The game quickly opened up and with our
forwards presenting hard, taking strong marks and kicking straight, the Sharks took a sizable
lead into the last change.
Sharks 6.4. 40 Preston 0.0. 00

Logan Hamilton has eyes only for the ball as he
competes hard in the ruck.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Logan Sonderhof took on three opponents
single-handedly – and won the footy!
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UNDER 11 RED
COACH: Rob Sette

UNDER 11 RED Squad Members

SPONSORED BY:
MCG Windows
Grant Milton: (03) 9723 9705
Dickson Plumbing Services
0410 627 567
Park Orchards 12.10.82 Def
Glen Iris H 2.4.16

A beautiful winter’s day for footy – a dry ground, no breeze and no rain which is a far cry from
the horrendous wet and muddy conditions last week. It’s a big game today –the coach is out
(he’s gone back-packing “first class” on a school First XI cricket trip to Sri Lanka) and we have
three 50 gamers to celebrate in Max B, Felix and Mason so we want to play well to make it
memorable for them.
The first half was hard fought, tough footy. Despite the ball spending most of the time in
the Sharks attacking half, we were struggling to make it count on the scoreboard. We had
multiple shots on goal with some being touched right on the line. During the first half we
just missed some of the basics at critical times – a clean handball or holding onto a mark or
ensuring the ball was delivered to a target. But to the opposition’s credit, they brought a real
pressure game style we had not seen for a few weeks and Glen Iris were forcing us into these
skill errors. Notwithstanding, what was really pleasing was our ferocious tackling and spoils
for which our boys have become accustomed to delivering.

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

16

Nicholls

Lucas

2

Sette

Jacob

17

Kilworth

Felix

3

Young

Gabriel

18

Milton

Henry

4

Harvie

Mason

20

Drummond

Campbell

5

Todero

Dylan

22

Waddy

Bruce

6

Wilson

Zac

25

Nicholls

Max

7

Leonard

Archie

26

Sestan

Owen

9

Di Conza

Riley

27

Allan

Lachlan

10

Bridger

Jacob

28

Beach

Max

13

Knight

James

43

Inglese

Jack

14

Steele-Bonney

Byron

53

Sultana

Jayden

15

Dickson

Lachlan

Go Sharks
Captains: Max B, Felix, Mason
Goal Kickers: Too many to mention!
Best Players: Felix, Lucas N, Lucas H, Mason, Campbell

The scoreboard at half time was 3.4 (22 points) to 2.4 (16 points) – only one straight kick in
it. And all the boys had their heads down in frustration that all of the hard work had gone
unrewarded. The boys were asked to dig deep during the half time message and step it up
a gear in the second half; to play hard for their jumper and to play hard for their three mates
celebrating 50 games today.
In the second half, it was raining goals with 7 of our 9 coming in the 3rd term! Our team play
and ball movement stepped up, so much so that Glen Iris didn’t score again for the rest of
the match! Dookes and Lucas N owned the ruck contests around the ground and Mason
and Archie were in and under for the hard ball gets. Felix started to find more open space
for some running goals, Henry broke a tackle and snapped one in the goal square over his
shoulder in the middle of a pack in “Dusty-like fashion” and even Jimmy was roving the packs
for a goal. The goals were eventually coming in thick and fast.
When Glen Iris did manage to get the ball out of our forward line, our defence stood tall and
continually repelled the ball back up the ground. Campbell was running through and spoiling
marks and Max B and Max N were cleaning up the crumbs.
Overall it was a great team effort and really pleasing to see the boys rise above the pressure
game in the first half and play some amazing footy in the second half. Well done boys.
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UNDER 11 BLACK
COACH: Michael James
SPONSORED BY:
Canon Toyota
Rob Little: 9459 3277
Park Orchards (A) 0. 0. 0
Glen Iris 10. 8. 68

Def by

Another round of milestone games for our boys, with Jedd Little & Elliot Ficinus lining up
to play their 50th game for the Sharks. Both boys started playing U/8’s together after Jedd
arrived at the club with some school mates and Elliot progressed from auskick.
Jedd, always with a smile on his face has some real natural ability. He continues to grow with
confidence with every game, while Elliot works extremely hard on improving his skills with
fierce determination and a little bit of cheekiness. Well done boys its pleasure to coach you
both.
Our message to the boys is always the same, make sure you play with maximum effort.
Results are based around effort and if we keep working hard enough the rewards will come.
This is exactly what the guys delivered all day. After the excitement of running thru the banner
the boys were determined to come out hard and put pressure on Glen Iris by tackling hard,
protecting their team mates and running to space.
Bryon started strong in the ruck with Elliot continuing his great form from last week while
Fletch, Ozzie and Broc collected possessions at will. Hamish, running out of full back used
his strong body to break tackles and is showing some real leadership skills while Archie made
sure his opponents remembered each of his tackles. James, Sam and Tom Mac were also
using their pace to when they got the ball.
Jordan showed extra ordinary courage to back back with the flight of the ball to nearly take a
brilliant mark. Jordan’s courage was a great example of how much the boys wanted to play for
each other.
Playing the top side, the boys kept Glen Iris to just 1 goal and proved to themselves that hard
work and effort can push any side.
Jedd was giving us strong leads into the middle of the ground from CHF, but we just couldn’t
break the half forward line. Ollie, having listened to the coaches was getting a few possessions
in the packs. Several times Corey burst forward with pace, but the ball failed to bounce his
way and we were left to wonder what might have been.
Bosco showed his endeavour as he never gave up, always attacked the ball and put pressure
on the opposition. Even earning himself some time in the middle for the last quarter. Seany
continues to show he has fantastic skills and is really starting to read the play and get into
better positions. For a kid who has never played football Cruz also continues to impress with
his pace and attack on the football, watch as his skills keep improving. Keep up the good
work Cruz.
In the second half Jedd was having a spell in the ruck enjoying the challenge and his 50th
game, while Elliot continues his dominance thru the middle of the ground. Probably the dirtiest
and most tackles kid on the ground he was into everything.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 11 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Davis
Bradshaw
Foxwell
Ficinus
Taylor
Tang
James
Fletcher
Kelly
Little
Shallvey

Oliver
Byron
Austin
Elliot
Broc
Bosco
Archie
Cameron
Sean
Jedd
Tom

15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

King
Sizer
Arbuthnot
Read
Mcdiarmid
Noonan
Mcdiarmid
Allan
Simos
Arifovic

James
Charlie
Sam
Harrison
Will
Hamish
Tom
Jordan
Jacob
Cruz

Jacob was having his best game for the year so far showing us what he has to offer racking
up many possessions and a few marks as well.
Young Will tried hard when the ball reached him in the forward line, but he was lacking
opportunity. Keep enjoying your footy Will a couple of big games are not far away.
Byron again showing his strength by backing himself to run thru blokes and give a good
old fashion ‘don’t argue’. Byron continues to grow in confidence each week and have more
influence in each game.
Unfortunately, BT and Harry were away so our depth was challenged again, but the boys really
stuck together and battled the game.
Great effort today boys. You
outplayed Glen Iris in effort today
and if the scoreboard read 3 goals
to 7 goals I think that would have
been a true reflection of the game.
Please keep working hard at
training, don’t lose sight of how
much you have improved and
how you guys are all starting
to play as a team, and for each
other.
Don’t stop believing in
yourselves and Never give up….
Captain: Jedd Little &
Elliot Ficinus (Co-Captain)
Best players: Elliot Ficinus,
Austin Foxwell, Jordan Allan,
Fletcher Cameron, Jedd Little,
Bosco Tang, Hamish Noonan

THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 12 RED
COACH: Bevan Smillie & David Worthington
SPONSORED BY:
Smilsafe
Ph: 0425 734 739
www.smilsafe.com.au
Natskin (03) 9876 7881
Park Orchards 6.3.39 Def
Surrey Park 3.6.24
Tough game up against a very good team in Surrey Park. The Gabenator (Gabe Stumpf) playing
his 50th fired up the boys with a motivational speech, won the toss and we were off to a flyer.
Allen Guo in only his 5th game was brilliant, Jacob Tymms was relishing is opportunity up forward
with several great plays, Tom Worthington playing across half back was awesome and Lachlan
Di Conza was doing some exceptional work. Max Dominko was playing up forward after holding
the backline together for the first 9 rounds and chimed in with a great World Cup Soccer goal.
Not Long after Gabe kicked our 2nd goal. A late goal to Surrey Park meant we went in at 1/4 time
1 goal up.
The 2nd quarter was not great; we stopped running, crowded each other and let Surrey Park
continually sneak out the back. We went in 5 points down at 1/2 time. We spoke about effort and
gave the boys the opportunity to work hard to get back into the contest.
Wow did they respond - the 2nd half they put together was the standard we know and should
ALL expect - Some great team, (disciplined football). Josh Galstians was just a ball magnet who
continues to work hard all the time. Andrew Holt-Oakes playing in the ruck and across half back
was awesome using his height and strength, Cooper Smith started to impose himself on the
game with some strong work, Jack Fortington was tackling, harassing and doing the team things
and Will Tait was like a rock - Awesome chase and smother in the 3rd quarter Willy. The tackling
/ pressure dished out by Daniel Albers and Joel Stephens was great to see and they were also
rewarded with plenty of great possessions. Lachlan Quinn showed his class and poise with some
fantastic play throughout the day. Nathan Draegar and Harry Smit responded with their work
rate and Harry was able to kick a great goal for us. Cameron Turner who unfortunately played
his last game for us due to Skiing commitments was great with plenty of run and carry and Jake
Galstians just kept driving the ball forward.

UNDER 12 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
12

Stephens
Di Conza
Fortington
Stumpf
Galstians
Turner
Dominko
Quinn
Tait
Galstians

Joel
Lachlan
Jack
Gabriel
Joshua
Cameron
Max
Lachlan
William
Jake

13
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Tymms
Smit
Holt-Oakes
Nitz
Worthington
Albers
Smillie
Draeger
Smith

Jacob
Harry
Andrew
Oliver
Thomas
Daniel
Josh
Nathan
Cooper

Go Sharks
Captains: Gabe Stumpf
Goal Kickers: Gabe Stumpf 2, Max Dominko 1, Harry Smit 1, Joel Stephens 1 &
Josh Galstians 1
Best players: Gabe Stumpf, Josh Galstians, Joel Stephens, Tom Worhington, Daniel
Albers, Oli Nitz, Andrew Holt-Oakes, Max Dominko & Jacob Tymms
Milestones: Gabe Stumpf - 50 Games
Best Player Medals: Gabe Stumpf, Tom Worthington & Jacob Tymms
(Mal)teaser Toughness: Joel Stephens & Daniel Albers
Mars Mark (Several) of the Day: Oli Nitz

Oli Nitz again dominated using his big strong body and leap to advantage. Oli was asked to do a
job late in the last quarter to just play across half back and did a sterling job taking 4-5 intercept
marks and seting up several attacking opportunities during the last 5 minutes. Gabes work rate
across half forward today was sensational and he really did lead his team in his 50th - Big Game
Player Gabe.
In the end a 3 goal win - What was most pleasing was the way the boys regained the ascendancy
when again (3 weeks in a row) they could have taken the easy option. Great win but it was the
way you went about it boys - Enjoy the break
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Under 12 Red: Gabe on his 50th
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UNDER 12 BLACK
COACH: Jason Hutchinson
SPONSORED BY
Splash Editing
Ph: 0413 384 358
www.splashediting.com.au
Elephant & Co
Jeremy Thomas 0409 864 910
Surrey Park 5.6-36 Def
Park Orchards B 4.5-29
Round 10 was a ripper against Surrey Park. The game was in the balance all day and we
pushed really hard in the last quarter but couldn’t quite get there. Surrey Park were just more
physical than us and we allowed them to push us around a little too easy. We really need to
be first to the ball and get our body over it rather than waiting for the opposition to pick the
ball up and then try and tackle them. The umpiring all day was very consistent with the man in
front being rewarded. We also need to push harder to pick up our players when the opposition
has the ball as we allowed Surrey Park to exit our forward line far too easily.
Will Kenny had a great 50th game and ran hard on the ball all day. He used his body well
and created plenty of opportunities for the forward line. Kye was back to his brilliant best
constantly rebounding the ball back into attack with some great marks and some hard
running. Flynn attacked and ran all day with some great passages of play and some hard
tackling. Layne had plenty of the ball and positioned himself well playing in the middle of the
ground as did Bailey who continues his hot streak. Oli P competed hard in the ruck and then
both forward and back. Adamo rebounded strong out of the backline as did Max. Sammy P
tried hard to create opportunities up forward and kicked a great snap in the first quarter.
With 5 games left in the season, we now have a good understanding of the competition.
We are right there when we have all 18 boys on the ground contributing and running hard to
compete for the ball. Leading up to the finals we will work hard on our fitness with some hard
competitive running and competition for the ball. We also now have tackle bags at the training
ground so we will need all boys to bring their mouthguards to training from now on.
At this stage we will be training all through the holidays. I hope all boys can make it but also
understand that some will be away.
Enjoy the sleep in next weekend.
Captain: Adam Blake
Goal Kickers: Sammy P (1), Will K (2), Oli P (1)
Best players: Kye, Will, Flynn, Layne, Sammy P, Oli, Bailey, Adamo

THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 13 RED
COACH: Damian Smith
SPONSORED BY:

UNDER 13 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Tovey

Joshua

12

Morcom

Tom

JNJ Electrics

2

Lee

Sebastian

14

Rees

Thomas

Pneutech
1300 879 613

4

King

Fraser

16

Sonderhof

William

5

Broadbent

David

17

Kilkenny

Tobias

6

Parrott

Matthew

18

Pollock

Oscar

7

Harrison

Sam

19

Oakes

Bradley

8

Dempsey

James

20

Stephens

Sam

9

Smith

Zac

21

Hume

Bradley

10

Adama

Acelin

23

Trembath

Cooper

11

Foxwell

Joel

24

Morgan

Jamison

We headed to the inner east to take on a depleted Canterbury side that has 29 listed players
with currently 11 unavailable. I heard our boys mention them being on the bottom of the ladder
which was concerning as from earlier in the year, they have some tall boys and as with any
side, if our attitude was not ‘on’ we’d get rolled.
We went in with an unchanged line up, still just 17 fit soldiers taking the field. Coop started
in the square and duly converted for us twice, our entire back half we kept the same, they
are really gelling together back there and did really well in the first quarter again holding the
opposition scoreless.
Davy B also kicked a goal for us in the first quarter and started the game full of energy.
Polly has found his niche at full back, no doubt is not wrapt about that but he’s having a great
year. His teammates around him help out and they really work well for each other back there.
Sonders and Morc provided great run from half back and JT holds them together in the middle
back there.
The second quarter saw Sammy H and Kingy slot majors, Killa was killing it across the wing
and sweeping back into defence, Smithy was providing some options out wide and using his
talk and encouragement for his teammates really well.

Pazz was looking tired and put
himself deep forward, unusually
didn’t kick a goal. Sebbie Lee
slotted one that his mother missed
due to deep discussions with
other spud peelers, Killa kicked his
second for the back half finishing
off a best on ground performance
to match his mother only hours
earlier!
Mid-season rest now for the
school holidays resuming against
Heidelberg in the run home!
Best players: Killa, Sonders, JT,
Davy B, Kingy

We went into half time with a 38 v 0 scoreline. We really got congested during Q2 as the boys
had figured out that they could maybe get on the end of an easy shot at goal. This had the
reverse affect really as we could not score and we played like U-10’s all just tracking the footy.
With the assistant coach Toves in NZ on a work sponsored junket, I was only left with Morc on
the sidelines to help out. He had come off a tough night around the fire at Killa’s, it must have
been pretty warm there from all accounts as clothing became optional!
The third quarter rule was only forwards inside the 50. Sonders started in the square and did
the right thing with a great goal. Humey hurt his foot but played through it on the wing doing
well. Oakesy had a good first half at the hardest position in footy at CHF, then spent the
second half in his more customary backline position. Foxy had another great game all over the
ground. Reesy was at his relentless best in and under extracting the footy. We flowed much
better without the forward line congestion and kicked a couple for the quarter 51 v 2 at three
quarter time.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 13 BLACK Squad Members

UNDER 13 BLACK
COACH: Rob Clark

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

SPONSORED BY:

1

Smith

Daniel

13

Evangelista

Remi

Ravida
www.ravida.com.au

2

Breen

Bo

14

Leaumont

Jacob

3

Prunty

Harrison

15

Watt

Matthew

All Over Bins
1300 555 087

4

Ramage

Lucas

16

Brown

Solomon

6

Jones

Rhys

18

White

Daniel

7

Sette

Ben

19

Scott

Yared

9

Clark

Mitchell

21

Waddy

Ben

Park Orchards 2.2.14 Def by
Balwyn 4.4.28

Our home game at Bulleen this week vs Balwyn, we welcomed back a number of players from
injury/unavailability…Yared, Ben S & Ben W, but of course lost a couple more…Solomon &
James who joined Blake & Brodie on the sidelines.
Balwyn are sitting second on the ladder but it was the Sharks who started the better, a
fantasic knowck from Charlie to Harry put us into attack from the first bounce. We swarmed
in attack & finally a great tackle, second effort & snap resulted in Jacob scoring the first goal.
From there it remained an even contest. Balwyn got the goal back, their forward line play very
impressive. But by quarter time it was all even at a goal apiece. Our backline was doing well,
Ben S’s tackle inspirational, Matt W run impressive & Remi’s speed to contest ever present.
Yared’s game also very good with long, telling runs through the midle of the ground. A good
start against good opposition.
Almost halfway through the 2nd quarter & we were still looking good. Harry was struggling
with an injury but kept finding the footy. Rhys was on song around the ball & Dan S never
shirked a contest. Impressive were our U12 fill-ins in Ollie Nitz playing a great roaming roll
through the forward line & Daniel Albers, switching between forward & back. It was Ollie who
contributed a great handpass to Mitch who cooly slotted our second goal on the run. Bo was
lively, & a great mark backing back into the pack wasn’t rewarded fully with his shot at goal
drifting right at the end. Balwyn got the goal back unfortunately so what could have been a 2
goal lead once again saw the scores all locked up at half time. Ben W was great on his wing &
Lucas on the other was burrowing in hard. Yared had continued to run like the wind & Boston
had bobbed up a couple of times with good marks & skills.
We needed the first goal of the 3rd term but weren’t able to capitalise. Harry was stationed at
full forward but we could penetrate far enough forward. Charlie battled it out in the ruck. Dan
W, who has continued to improve throughout the season, was beginning to physically impose
himself & used handball skills well. His combining with Oscar a feature. Oscar is another who
continues to work hard, impacting as many contests as he can. His knock-ons & desperation
always on show. Daniel Albers won a great free kick in the backline to repel another Balwyn
foray forward. Unfortunately the only goal of the quarter went the wrong way & we found
ourselves 7 points down at the break.

THE SHARK ATTACK
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10

Lynch

Oscar

22

Keane

Blake

11

Vermeulen Brown

Charlie

25

Maynes

Brodie

12

D’Alberto

James

26

Harvie

Boston

We were right in the contest. We could get a clear possession in our forward line though.
Jacob into the midfield was working well. Dan S continued to show his desperation. Matt W’s
telling runs from fullback driving us forward. But again, against the run of play, Balwyn took
a good mark in their forward line & converted truly. That was how the scoreboard remained,
Balwyn winning by 14 points but the Sharks losing no admirers.
Balwyn’s coach rightly praised the Sharks for their effort. We pushed the second placed team
all the way & we’re not far away from another successful Sunday.
Yared was a fantastic inclusion, & no doubt provides us with much more competitiveness
(even if “New York, New York” is not that well appreciated by his team mates!). Matt W at full
back was a revelation. Charlie is a continual physical presence in the air & on the ground.
Mitch is clinical with his finishes. Rhys is beginning to find consistency & Dan S is contriubting
all over the ground. Dan W is really finding his feet & along with Ocasr & Ben S are forming a
nice partnership in the back half.
Enjoy the 2 weeks off boys. We get Blake, Solomon & hopefully Brodie back by then…an
embaressment of riches! Great to see the enthusiasm of the team wanting to train through the
school holidays, that is only going to make you better players & a better team.
Go SHARKS!!!!
Captain: Dan W
Goal Kickers: Jacob, Mitch
Best players: Yarod, Matt W, Charlie, Dan W, Dan S, Ben S, Ben W, Mitch, Jacob
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UNDER 14 RED
COACH: Andrew Schafer
SPONSORED BY:
JNJ Electrics
Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe
www.warranglen.com.au
Park Orchards 9.3.57 Def by
Camberwell 11.5.71

Another great day for footy at Burwood Reserve taking on Camberwell, once again we could
only field 16 players. In a tough competition we always in for hard games. The first half was
very even with a strong opposition midfield we still managed some good clearances, Alex
Woody and Kane did well as did our backline with Ben attacking the ball hard in defence, Josh
was showing a lott of courage as he moved the ball our way with clearances, Zach M showed
his pace around the forward line we slotted 3 goals before half time and the difference was
only 11 points, after half time Camberwell got the jump on us and piled on four goals to 1 in
the 3rd quarter, Camberwell were hard at the ball and some hard contests for the ball had us
under some pressure, Jake and Zac S laid some hard tackles while Rhonan and Noah rode
the hard knocks out, its always going to be difficult with no bench fielding 16 players however
some home truths were brought up at 3 quarter time about how easy Camberwell got their
goals easily.
Fair to say that our last quarter was one of the best quarters of footy I have seen from the
group this year, every play stoos up lead by Josh M we got the ball forward kicked 3 goals
with plenty of time to spare and momentum going our way, Chrisso doing some great work
down forward with Damo and Brodie Rowe doing some great in and under work, James
took on some ruck work and Big Dog doing his usual competing around the ground and
in the middle, Alex Mac was hard at it as usual and Camberwell were feeling our pressure,
unfortunitely we got the lead down to 11 points before Camberwell kicked an oppurtunity goal
and took the wind out of our sails and had us falling short by 14 points.
Another close game, but a turning point in the boys knowing their capabilities and realising
that we are able to mix it at this level. Great effort without the four points coming our way. 5
games to go after the break, all with a chance of getting over the line with our numbers being
up after the break
GO SHARKS!!!
Captain: Ryan Dickenson
Best players: Josh M Alex M Jake T Ryan D Kane D Ben J
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UNDER 14 BLACK
COACH: Kim O’Connor
SPONSORED BY:
AKT Trophy Centre
Keith Hudson: 9725 4339
RNG Lawyers
Adrian Riccioni: 9739 7377
Park Orchards Black 11:3:69 Def
Fitzroy 8:6:44

UNDER 14 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Smeed

Ryan

15

Li

Kevin

2

O'Connor

Joshua

17

Dimauro

Angelo

5

Tymms

Isaac

18

Watts

Liam

7

Duffy

Ben

20

Currie

Finn

9

Leach

James

21

Mahadeva

Brinthan

11

Fisher

Edward

22

Goss

Jordan

12

Keyes

Dylan

23

Vella

Orlando

13

Wade

Flynn

24

D'souza

Shannon

14

Maramba

Tadiwa

27

Cahill

Zachary

ANOTHER GREAT WIN - RED WHITE AND BLACK – BACK TO BACK
A great win against a Top 4 side – we played with determination and a great team effort saw
us record our second win for the season.
The team get out of the blocks early with centre clearances and clean possessions moving the
ball into space and taking advantage of being at home by playing attacking football from the
scoreboard side at Domeney Reserve.
The players ran in numbers provided shepherds and moved the ball to our strong marking
forwards. Our defensive play was strong and tough - the physical aspects of how we attacked
the football was a credit to the entire playing group. We marked strong overhead and worked
the ball out of defence in a very attacking manner. We switched play across the ground and
ran the ball back through the centre corridor. Overall the structured play was impressive with
the players organising themselves..
Playing with only 15 players we were ably assisted by Jaocb Tymms and Lachie Di Conza.
The two tackled had and put extreme pressure on the opposition. Then came the cavalry
- Will Sonderhof, Josh Tovey, Brad Hume and turbo jet Matty Parrott with all the recruits
contributing significantly to our winning performance.
Well Done
Captain: Isaac Tymms / Josh OConnor
Best: Zac Cahill, Finn Currie, Isaac Tymms, Liam Watts, Flynn Wade
Goals: Z Cahill (4) M Parrott (3) Josh OConnor (2) Jordan Goss (1); Isaac Tymms (1)
Final Score: Park Orchards Black 11:3:69 defeated Fitzroy 8:6:44
Under 14 Black - Another Great Win
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UNDER 15 RED
COACH: Rob Ameer
SPONSORED BY:
Screenhouse Effects
Park Orchards 3.0.18 def by
Camberwell 3.13.31

UNDER 15 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

?

Halls

Oscar

12

Phillips

Edward

1

McMahon

Bailey

13

Harrisson

Ben

2

Cantwell

Harrison

14

Scott

Brayden

3

Skien

Cayden

15

Foxwell

Owen

4

Draffin

Tobey

17

Kouteris

Charlie

5

Faulkner

Matthew

18

Linkin

Samuel

6

Cormack

Luke

19

Sonderhof

Thomas

7

Nitz

Brock

20

Wallis

Matthew

8

Didier

Finn

22

Rossimel

Jack

9

Ameer

Henry

23

Haas

Jordan

10

Brown

Jesse

25

Jury

Lachlan
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COLTS RED
COACH: Paris Harvie
SPONSORED BY:
Earthlink Contractors
Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe
www.warranglen.com.au
Park Orchards 3.2.20 Def by
St Marys 12.7.79

The Sharks came up against ladder leaders St.Marys at Stintons and it was on like
donkey kong.
The first quarter was some of the best junior football I have seen, with free running football
and hard grunting drives. The Sharks pressure on St.Marys was extreme, as every single
playing contributed, and only 1 point separating the teams at quarter time. Oh, did I mention,
that 5 of our prime movers including our Captains, were away on school camp.

COLTS RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
2
3
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

James
Harvie
Magnano
Wallis
O'Connor
Munro
Hayes
Panza
Smead
Standish
Woods
Romas
Prunty

Kye
Ethan
Alex
Ben
James
Lachie
Cameron
Benjamin
William
George
Declan
Zac
Tyler

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29

Brown
Stevens
Purcell
Gawel
Harrap
Bates
Bolton
Bridger
Braunthal
Reyneke
Taylor
Antonino
Fowkes

Gus
Luke
Matthew
Lachlan
Tyson
Josh
Finn
Jesse
Zac
Sebastian
Isaac
Nicholas
Jayden

The second quarter started the same as the first with some fantastic football, unfortunately the
quarter ended prematurely with a St.Marys player going down with a broken leg. It was great
to see parents and officials from both teams helping each other out and providing this young
player with the due care and attention required.
The rest of the game was comical. When it resumed the wheels fell off for the Sharks, as we
were out played by St.Mary’s. As the quick sand set in, St.Marys did as they pleased, blowing
the Sharks away by 10 goals.
A few stand outs from the Sharks in the second half, these blokes worked hard to keep us in
the mix, so special mentions to Fraser Siesmaa who owned the third quarter and Will Smead
who at times had to do it all himself. A great game boys to half time.
As the Supercoach keeps saying, it’s important that you all show up to training this week

A FULL DAY OF FOOTY FUN

DESIGNED & COORDINATED BY P.E. TEACHERS

Captain: B. Wallis

THURSDAY, 12 JULY

Goal Kickers: Buckets Fowkes, Siesmaa, B Panza,

starts 9am til 3pm for 2006-2010 born
at Bulleen Park Oval 1,
Bulleen Road, Bulleen

Best players: Smead, Siesmaa, Taylor, James, Romas, Wallis, Panza

CLICK HERE

ONLY $59.50

for registration

Any queries contact Beau 0424 902 544
dynamicfootyskills.com.au
DYNAMIC FOOTY SKILLS
21 Northern Rd, West Heidelberg 3081 ph: 0424 902 544
enquiries@dynamicfootyskills.com.au
dynamicfootyskills.com.au
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COLTS BLACK
COACH: Andrew Spiteri
SPONSORED BY:
Spiteri Jaguar
Andrew Spiteri: 9899 4851
Resi Ventures
Anthony Braunthal: 0416 069 959
Colts Black Versus Boroondara

This week we were at Stintons for the 1pm game against the ladder leaders Boroondara.
We headed into the game with queries as to the fitness and availability of a number of players
as the injury toll of niggles, sprains and wear and tear began to mount up.
Macca Spiteri and Jacko Archer had played the previous day in the U15 Metropolitan
Championships, Ethan Stone had rolled an ankle at basketball last week and Ben Gill had a
minor tear to a knee ligament. As well, many players were coming back from multiple week
injuries such as Max Hartnett and Jake Leonard.
The game began and almost before we were aware, Boroondara piled on 5 goals with slick run
and gun football. Our midfield was trashed, our back line swamped and our forwards didn’t
get to see the pill. The score was 32 to zip at ¼ time.

COLTS BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

20
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Holmes
Tout
Podmore
Gill
Appleby
Wallace
Newton
Archer
Hartnett
Swan
Conlan
Mackay
Greaney
Elliott

Lachlan
Tommy
Billy
Ben
Mason
Kane
Will
Jackson
Max
William
Jack
William
Liam
Jack

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Cullen
Button
O'connor
Stone
Begley
Hickey
Smith
Spiteri
Taylor
Siesmaa
Pellinger-Riley
Leonard
Choveaux
Ryan

Jack
Samuel
Charlie
Ethan
Noah
Declan
Ryan
Mclaren
Josh
Fraser
Brock
Jake
Tim
Zac

We head into the break now
with no training for this week or
next and we resume training on
Tuesday 10th July. Rest up, stay fit
and be safe over the holiday break.
As ever our grateful thanks to
Colts Black sponsors Spiteri
Independent Jaguar and RESI
Ventures.

In the second quarter we tried to even things up and played some adventurous footy. Whoppa
took a strong mark to get us started and Macca chimed in with a goal just before half time but
Boroondara had kicked 3 for the term so we were well down at half time 51 to 12.
In the third Boroondara showed us why they started the year in Division 1 as they piled on 4
goals to our zero. And they added 7 behinds as well so if they had kicked straight it would
have been a white wash. To our credit though we were beginning to bring a bit more pressure
to the ball carrier and that made their runners feel “perceived pressure” In turn that made the
delivery of the ball less exact and allowed us to put pressure on the marking forward.
At ¾ time post another feed of snakes, the coaches asked the boys to keep that pressure up
and the lads responded. Macca kicked 2 more for the quarter for a total of 3 playing off the
back flank(!) and all the lads pushed hard to make Boroondara accountable. Park Orchards
outscored the ladder leaders by 13 points to 3 in the last quarter which was a good effort.
But all accolades to the winners. They play a strong, quick style of footy and they run and
support each other well. It is interesting that they are in Division 3 but Boroondara look to have
the premiership at their mercy if they can keep a fit squad on the park.
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UNDER 11 GIRLS
COACH: Jason Dove & Tim Dawson
SPONSORED BY:
Appleby Real Estate
8727 9555
Park Orchards Sharks 2.0.12 Def by
Beverley Hills 4.5.29
Despite the cold, conditions could not have been much better for our round 10 clash with
Beverley Hills at Doncaster Reserve. The rain held off, there was next to no breeze, we played
a full ground, so there were no excuses this week for not performing. Macy Vendel was
unavailable this week and due to the washout last week we had three captains to lead us out –
Willow Harvey, Shania D’Souza and Ruby Caldwell. All three captains spoke well to the team
prior to the match giving some stirring words of advice, they lead us out onto the ground, won
the toss of the coin and we were all set for our last game before the holidays.
Our centre four had a big job to undertake trying to get their hands on the ball first, up
against strong opposition. Willow Harvey battled hard all day, even taking some big knocks
but she kept on bouncing back, winning her own ball and playing an important leadership
role for her team. She was well supported by Emily Caldwell in the middle who later pushed
forward, Scarlett McInerney was getting plenty of possessions and Allie King who works
tirelessly tackling, chasing, rucking, marking, whatever it takes – ultimately going on to win the
Opposition Medal. Congratulations Allie on another big performance.
The biggest job of the day was again left to the backline. Shania D’Souza, Jaide Scott,
Ella Saunders, Grace Bettiol, Indi Tovey, Zara Dove, Charlotte Peterson & Mia Bosna won a
number of battles during the course of the game but could not quite hold off a team who at
times looked more determined to get the ball, push it forward and chase the goals.

UNDER 11 GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

King
Bryant
Caldwell
Dawson
Pollock
Bosna
Dove
Nyariri
Saunders
Tovey
McInerney
Doolan

Allie
Ellie
Ruby
Grace
Sienna
Mia
Zara
Zahra
Ella
Indianna
Scarlett
Charlise

14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
31
55
56

Peterson
Rule
Caldwell
D'souza
Vendel
Spencer-Jones
Scott
Harvie
Bettiol
Spencer-Jones
Pelosi

Charlotte
Tegan
Emily
Shania
Macy
Bonnie
Jaide
Willow
Grace
Mia
Elena

Go SHARKS!
Captains: Willow Harvey, Shania D’Souza & Ruby Caldwell
Goal Kickers: Sienna Pollock 2
Opposition Medal: Allie King
‘You’ve earned a Drink’ Award: Sienna Pollock
McDonalds Awards: Ruby Caldwell & Mia Bosna
Best Players: Allie King, Mia Bosna, Grace Bettiol, Mia SJ, Elena Pelosi, Sienna Pollock,
Ruby Caldwell, Indi Tovey, Shania D’Souza.

It was a similar situation for our forwards who tried hard to keep the ball in and score but were
often left chasing their opponents. Bonnie SJ, Charlise Doolan, Zahra Nyariri, Ruby Caldwell,
Shania D’Souza, Grace Dawson, Mia SJ and Sienna Pollock all contributed well but we could
not put the score on the board when the ball was in our forward zone. Well done to Sienna
Pollock for another two goals this week who is leading in the chase for the Bosna Medal (team
goal kicking award named after an extremely powerful goal kicking machine in his day).
There were some great individual performances during the game including tackles from Mia
SJ, Mia Bosna, Grace Dawson and Georgia, long kicking from Grace Bettiol, Indi, Ella and
Scarlett, strong marking from Zara and Bonnie, hard ball gets from Elena, Allie and Shania and
hard chasing and pressure from Ellie B, Zahra and Jaide – just to name a few. The highlight
was a crafty handball through traffic from Bonnie setting up Sienna for her second goal.
As I said at the end of the game we did some things well but we still have a lot to work on.
Our effort lacks at times, we can quickly lose focus and we don’t support each other enough
in the contest. We need to be first to the ball and quicker with our disposal as we get caught
with the ball too often. Please practice your skills and fitness over the holidays. We look
forward to seeing you all back for our remaining four games.
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UNDER 12 GIRLS
COACH: Tim Rule

It would be unfair not to mention the games of Haylee, Alicia and Zoe but I could go through
the whole list as we are blessed with winners and our game is coming together really well !

SPONSORED BY:

We also had co captains today and both Amy Smith & Lacey Rule took not only their games
which were great but leadership to a new level and the thought they put into training and the
game was excellent. It’s round 10 and we have a chance to reflect with a few weeks off. For
me it’s a chance to thank all the parents who help with training & game day & to Ruth whose
keeping things running as Team Manager makes my job the easy one !

EASTLAND
Sharks 10.2 .62 Def
Ivanhoe. 0.0.0

UNDER 12 GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1
3
4
5
7
9
10
11
12

Lomen
Bastide
Modz-Manson
Green
Moran
Stone
Mercer
Peters
Servinis

Alicia
Haylee
Rose
Charlotte
Madeline
Bethany
Lily
Jayde
Mia

13
14
18
22
39
40
42
64

Young
Rule
Miriklis
Knight
Grace
Nash
Draeger
Smith

Mary
Lacey
Zoe
Demi
Samantha
Molly
Madeline
Amy

I also have to put a special mention to a young Lady who is not feeling that well but insists
on watching and being a part of the team & like Sammi Grace did with her injury, Lily Mercer
continues to inspire with acts not on the field !
Thanks all Go Sharks

We’ve had some technical issues so a quick recap at the break is warranted !
Round 8
Sharks 6.13.38 Def Ashburton 0.0.0
Charlotte Brimelow kicks all 6 in a great display!
Round 9
Bulleen

2.0.12 Def by Sharks 5.8.38

Goal kickers. All singles to Amy Smith, Charlotte Green, Charlotte
Brimelow, Mia Servinis & Zoe Miriklis.
Round 10
Sharks win 9 straight ! Sharks 10.2 .62 Def Ivanhoe 0.0.0
Possibly our most emphatic win to date against the 2nd placed team on the ladder with us
now 2 games clear on top ! We had to defend really hard early and had a real arm wrestle on
ball and with not great supply to our forwards we were lucky to be 2 goals to 0 at half time !
We then put our foot down and instead of more points than goals we began piling on goals
and by 3 quarter time Ivanhoe were toast and marveling at our depth of talent and skill !
We finished of in style and a 10 goal to 0 game was great from the girls today but all of them
realize that most of them are 9 games into their footballing careers and have a lot of work to
do !
Goal scorers were ,T Rule 2, Z Miriklis 2, H Bastide 2, Cj 1, M Servinis 1, A Lomen 1, C
Brimelow 1.
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UNDER 13 GIRLS
COACH: Mike Newton
SPONSORED BY:
CVA PROPERTY
Ian Angelico: 9654 2311
Eastland
Kew Rovers 2.1.13 Def
Park Orchards 0.3.3
The Under 13 Girls travelled to Gordon Barnard Park in Greythorn to take on the Kew Rovers.
Our previous meeting with the Rovers had been a tightly fought affair, between two closely
matched teams. Positioned at third and forth on the ladder the two teams were both keen for
a win.
With the wind at their backs Kew started well, their ruck was dominating, leading to the
Rovers winning the vast majority of centre clearances. Ava Leonard was living up to her
reputation of the team hard nut, laying a number of good bumps and tackles. The rovers were
moving the ball well and were able to capitalise with two goals for the quarter.
The Sharks responded in the second quarter, and started pressing for goal. The vast majority
of the quarter was spent in Park Orchards forward half. Despite the girl valiant efforts goals
were proving difficult to score. Zarly who had only recently started her football career, laid
a solid bump on a girl almost twice her size, to provide the Sharks with a shot at goal in the
dying minutes of the half, unfortunately the score was only a minor.
Early in the third quarter Charli laid a solid bump on the Rovers ruck, this would prove to be
a changing point of the game. Suddenly Charli was getting on top in the ruck, the Sharks
were in control of the clearance and were getting on top all over the ground. The girls held the
Rovers to a single point despite having the wind at their backs.
Would the Sharks be able to come home with a couple of goals towards the scoring end and
close the gap for a win. Well let’s say they tried and tried…. Despite not being able to close
the margin, all the parents and supporters were proud that the girls never gave up. Despite the
final score telling a different story, the Sharks were well and truly in the game all day.
Captain: Charli Newton
Best players: Charli Newton, Lilly Cameron, Ava Leonard, Jess Downes
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UNDER 15 RED GIRLS
COACH: Heath Lee
SPONSORED BY:
SOUTHERN STATES GROUP
Wayne Taylor: 8689 7111
Park Orchards 6.11.47
Def St Marys 0.6.6
In what was billed as the match of the season thus far, we found ourselves at the home of
football: Domeney Reserve, to witness the Sharks Reds take on the might of the undefeated
St Marys.
Coach Lee gave his final address imploring the girls to get in and play for each other and to
get the first line of defence right by manning the mark. The coaching staff are a tight-lipped
unit but I managed to get a quote from the ever-elusive and introverted assistant whose words
were “Our girls are really well prepared for this one”. Let’s just say the vibe from the rooms
was full of energy and confidence and it was no surprise when the first centre bounce resulted
in a clear tap from Zoe to Sophie who handballed to Chloe L who drove us into our forward
50. It was in our half of the ground that the ball would remain for most of the quarter. Dusty
McAuliffe was winning contested ball at will and scored our first for the day with a clever snap
from a ground ball get. St Marys struggled to get the footy out of our forward half as our “wall”
repelled every exit they tried. Vas marked strongly across half back and was well supported by
Flynn and Nat.
The coach was thrilled with our endeavour inside our own forward fifty. Hanni, Alana and
Mia were all laying tackles ensuring there were no easy kicks for St Marys. The pressure
was immense. The early highlight was Sophie Harvie’s handball to Alana “Betts” Boell who
snapped an amazing goal from the boundary.

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2

Kristen Bertoldi

14

Jade Hutchinson

3

Sahana Pote

16

Natalie Broadbent

4

Jorja Livingstone

20

Chelsea Dunoon

5

Chloe Lee

22

Lauren Knowles

6

Alannah Boell

23

Jasmine Taylor

9

Mia McAuliffe

24

Tilly Hodgson

10

Matilda Rae

44

Vasiliki Karamitos

11

Sophie Harvie

50

Layla Prince

12

Flynn Peters

51

Zoe Douglas

We started the third quarter again winning the ball from centre bounce and moving it inside 50
to score without St Marys laying a finger on us……because they weren’t there.
Late to the ground the umpire lost patience and threw the ball up in what was the most bizarre
start to a second half we have ever seen. It was also the first time we have ever seen a team
do their kick in huddle from the Domeney stair case.
We stamped our authority on the match in third with Vas and Tilly R forcing backward
handballs from St Marys that ultimately resulted in a terrific goal to Lauren. Alana laid a
massive bump that had old football scribes nodding their heads in approval. Hard and fair.

Q1 Scores 2.1.13 to 0.1.1
Our sharing of the ball by hand was noticeable as we strove to put our team mates into the
clear. Q2 started with a clearance by St Marys but Nat B would have none of that, winning
the ball across half back with poise and dash and sending it back into our half. Lauren
was dominating one on ones and scored our first point for the Q. A point may not appear
newsworthy however it is what happened next that would tell the story. The professional prep
work of our coaching staff had our players expecting St Marys to play on from full back and
so it proved, we were able to smother the attempted kick in. Much high fiving ensued from
Coaches Lee and Boell on the Sharks bench. Back in the action Tilly R, Tilly H and Chelsea
piled on the pressure and the St Marys trainer was in high demand on the back of some
crunching but fair contests. The Sharks were sending a message, working in numbers from
contest to contest. Jorja and Kristen owned the width and repeatedly sent us inside 50. We
went to half time 3.4 to 0.3.
Coach Lee highlighted the work of the players off the ball, he was proud of our talk, our run,
our shepherding but most importantly ‘playing your role’. He was particularly impressed with
our ferocious attack on the ball.
When it came to roles, Coach Lee did manage to start cobbling in playing weather man and
predicted rain for the second half. Nikki Boell Bunn would have none of that, showing anyone
interested, a clear radar. To her credit our ever-prepared and ever-reliable Team Manager also
had her watch on for the half time break which would prove critical for this position.

No.51 Zoe guides the ball perfectly on to her
foot and kicks long
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No.22 Lauren (Captain for R10) shows how to
attack the ball in flight – marking strongly
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The quarter was highlighted by a passage of play that had Lauren tapping from stoppage to
Sophie who kicked to Zoe who marked strongly inside 50. She turned and passed to Jassie
who marked inside 30 and calmly went back and slotted the set shot. “Champagne football”
cried the coach and no one could argue with him. We finished the quarter 5.10 to 0.3. The
question was could we keep the undefeated St Marys goalless? Could Kev do an entire game
boundary umpiring the dead side of the ground?…you can’t buy experience!
St Marys is a competitive outfit and they were determined to finish the game well, but our
backs managed to negate their effectiveness and restricted them to 3 points for the quarter
and subsequently a goalless game.
Tilly Rae was aggressive and assertive with her play and unlike Kev she was finding a lot of
the ball. Flynn and Vas tackled relentlessly and the effort from Vas to smother the ball with only
a minute on the clock spoke volumes for the Sharks commitment.
Hanni was getting front and centre to contests and was almost rewarded with a deserved
goal. However, her bump a few minutes later split the pack and allowed Chloe Lee to swoop
and handball to Zoe who goaled and put an exclamation mark on the contest.
Last time we met we were out muscled by St Marys, but today we embraced the contest and
thrived. It was a great team effort.
(Thank-you to Tim “Livo” I love grassroots football! For the brilliant match report)
Captain: Lauren
Goals: Lana 2, Mia, Lauren, Jazz, Zoe
Best players: Chloe, Lauren, Jorja, Matilda, Jasmine, Lana

No.22 Lauren and No.5 Chloe double team tackle a St Mary’s player.
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UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS
COACH: Matt Turner
SPONSORED BY:
Kew Podiatry
(03) 9853 7836
Warrandyte 10.8.68 Def
POS 4.6.30
What a difference a week makes! A touch of blue sky, dry ground and the promise of a full
squad (which included 5 fill in’s from the U13’s). The mood was encouraging. Abbey was our
captain today and won the toss.
Q1. The girls dominated the early possession. Ruck work from Zoe and Amelia was inspired
with valuable clearances from Tahlia and Sophie. Mia (one of the under 13’s) continually
attacked the ball and was unlucky not to have a bag of goals early. Great team work between
our backline including Charli and Abbey assisted in keeping Warrandyte goalless. In the last
minute of the quarter through continued pressure Mia finished some great team work with a
goal. Score at end of Q1. Sharks 1.4.10 Warrandyte 0.1.1

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

19

Kylah Harrap

4

Sophie Hirst

21

Emma Matthews

7

Anna Marchionno

25

Amelia Rees

8

Eve Parry

33

Charli Dempsey

13

Ella Garniss

34

Alicia De Santis

15

Isabelle Miranda

35

Abbey Callaghan

17

Taliah Cameron

53

Zoe Servinis

18

Courtney Murray

66

Natassja Shallvey

Captain: Abbey
Goals: Zoe Servinis (1) Mia Servinis (2) Eva Leonard (1).
Best Players Tahlia, Amelia, Abbey, Mia,Sophie

Q2. Shark coaches spoke about the importance of talking, shepherding for team mates and
that Warrandyte would be seeking to improve their Q1 performance. The early part of Q2 was
ominous with Warrandyte controlling possession and goaling on several occasions. Once
we regained composure and started to compete in the contest, the arm wrestle commenced.
Tahlia laid some great team lifting bumps and punching the ball in a defensive marking
consent. The team was rewarded with great perseverance with a goal to Zoe late in the
quarter. Score at end of Q2. Sharks 2.5.17 Warrandyte 7.1.43
The discussion at half time was the need compete at each contest, and even a short lapse in
concentration is costly.
Q3. The arm wrestle continued for the balance of the game. As mentioned from the outset
the team were blessed to have 5 U13’s at today’s game and these include Mia, Kiara, Maddie,
Remy and Ava. Each worked hard and made a valuable contribution. They weren’t at all
intimidated! Kylah was kept busy down in the back line with multiple entries, and even when
out-numbered performed exceptional well. Charli, Vic and Abbey all had good quarters.
Sophie took a nice mark on the grandstand side of the oval, much to the appreciation of the
Sharks supporters. Reward for effort resulted in a great goal to Eva.
Q4. The focus was to keep competing for the last 20 minutes and the team undertook this
task with great enthusiasm. Tahlia was everywhere either tacking, getting clearances for
helping team mates. Amelia put her body on the line and come up with some great tackles.
Charlie took a great mark as Warrandyte was pressing hard through the middle of the ground.
There were some exciting passages of play where the tap work by Zoe, to the on-ballers of
Sophie and Tahlia, and then a quick hand passes to Vic, Abbey or Charlie resulted in great
clearances and advances to our forward area. Gee when it works it was great to watch.
Mia was again rewarded with her forward effort with another goal.
The end result was a defeat, and but for a short passage of play in Q2 the game was played
on even terms. The team continues to show improvement across all positions and they have
a strong desire to compete.
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UNDER 17 GIRLS
COACH: Adam Pollock
SPONSORED BY:
Healesville Toyota
Adam Pollock: 5962 4333
Park Orchards 01.04.10 def by
Beverley Hills 10.05.65

After a strong performance in very trying conditions last week, we were really looking forward
to playing Beverley Hills this week. A win would see us move to equal points on the ladder
with them and provide a significant boost to our chances of playing finals. After having a full
squad last week we were down to 16 with Nat, Chloe M, Chloe L and Abbey sadly unavailable.
Quarter 1
Our girls were up & about from the first bounce. Our backline was impenetrable, our
midfield was providing plenty of run & carry and our forwards were creating headaches for
the opposition’s defenders. However, despite numerous shots on goal we only managed
4 behinds for the quarter. It was disappointing for the girls not to make the most of their
opportunities as I felt it was their most complete quarter of football for the year.
Issy was winning countless possessions on her wing, Bri was on top in the ruck, Chloe R was
a focal point at centre half forward and Jazzie & Dakota were their ever dependable selves
across half back.
Beverley Hills only had a handful of forward entries for the quarter but did manage to kick a
goal just before quarter time.
Park Orchards 00.04.04 to Beverley Hills 01.01.07
Quarter 2
The mood at the quarter time huddle was very positive and the girls were super confident
about their prospects for the second quarter. Sadly, once the quarter started there was very
little for us to be positive about as Beverley Hills completely controlled proceedings and
outscored us 5 goals to 1.
We were second to the ball, allowed Beverley Hills to carry the ball away from the contest too
easily and made some basic errors in our back half that resulted in relatively easy goals.
Even though it was one sided on the scoreboard, we did have some girls doing all that they
could to wrestle back some momentum. Jaya was playing her best game for the season as a
midfielder, Zarah was holding her own at centre half back, Charlotte was playing well on her
wing and Renee was working herself into the game.

UNDER 17 GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2
4
6
7
9
12
14
15
16
18

Tahlia Tait
Natalie Squillace
Isabelle Pollock
Abbey Dunphy
Brianna Clark
Alana Podolak
Alexandra Smit
Chloe McMahon
Jasmine Prunty
Chloe Rice

19
20
21
22
23
24
34
57
58
59

Charlotte Pittendrigh
Zarah Brumley
Jaya Templeton
Lexie Jays
Renee Nuemeister
Matisse Shields
Grace Schafer
Dakota Hoen
Phoebe Hankin
Chloe Lay

Quarter 3:
Sadly, the tone of the third quarter was very similar to the second and Beverley Hills kicked 4.3
whilst keeping us scoreless in the process. To have played so well in the first quarter and then
be 9 goals down at three quarter is a brutal reminder of how important it is make the most
of your opportunities in front of goal. Momentum can be quickly gained but equally it can be
quickly lost.
It was not all doom and gloom, Alex was playing a fine game deep in defence and repelled a
number of forward entries with her strong attack on the ball, Issy continued to use her speed
to accumulate possessions despite her being tagged after quarter time and Grace was cool
under pressure across half back..
Park Orchards 01.04.10 to Beverley Hills 10.05.65
Quarter 4:
The game was called off very early in the fourth quarter with no further scores being registered
after Alex was injured in a high tackle. Whilst being brought to ground in a tackle, a second
Beverley Hills player caught her high and she landed heavily on her shoulder and neck. An
Ambulance was called and she was taken to Hospital, I am very relieved to report that she
was cleared of injury after having a CT scan.
Alex was very lucky not to be seriously injured and it is a strong reminder of how easily
a player can be injured if a tackle is not executed correctly. Football is a physical and
uncompromising game at times but we must never forget that we have a duty of care to
protect all players that run out onto the ground each Sunday afternoon.
Park Orchards 01.04.10 def by Beverley Hills 10.05.65
Captain: Alana
Goals: Issy 1
Best players: Issy, Chloe R, Jaya, Alex, Dakota, Jazzie & Charlotte.
Awards: Alex & Jaya

Park Orchards 01.04.10 to Beverley Hills 06.02.38
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YOUTH GIRLS
COACH: Scott Marshall 0418 517 457
SPONSORED BY:

YOUTH GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Ali

Ibby

46

Smart

Skye

Park Orchard Service Centre
George Konstandinou 9876 1816

2

Marshall

Brooke

47

Gibson

Lili

3

DeWacht

Paris

48

Nixon

Lucy

Kew Comets 10.1-61 Def
Park Orchards 4.4-28

16

Hoser

Addy

49

Bowman

Penny

23

Hoser

Jacky

60

Moran

Ruby

24

Stylianou

Kat

61

Kennedy

Ally

32

Smart

Angel

62

Cookes

Sophie

Round 10 – A perfect day for football with cool & overcast conditions and almost no wind.
We travelled to Victoria Park Kew East to play the Kew Comets. We expected a tough game
with 4 of our players on camp and 2 on the injury list so we started with 15 and no bench.
The girls came well prepared for this game which is a credit to them. We started with Samira
at full back and Ruby in the ruck supported by onballers Gabbi, Addy & Ibby. We created
many opportunities as we tried to mix up the positions to get the most out of the team. As
always our backline were tough lead by Kat, Ally, Kirra, Angel, Penny, Lili & Sophie who saw
plenty of ball. We ran a lean forward line rotating Lucy, Ella, Kirra and any other players who
needed a rest.

36

DePetro

Gabbi

65

McCarthy

Kirra

37

Philipsen

Samira

67

Butler

Ella

38

Urban

Tiana

68

Hoen

Ash

Slow starts to games seem to be a habit as we allowed Kew to lead at quarter time 2.1-13
to 0.1-1. There was plenty of great tackling through the whole game with most girls claiming
a scalp. We missed Jacky (our ever reliable tagger) as their #34 started to run amok in the
second stanza. Half time saw Kew 5.1-31 to Sharks 1.2-8 but we were not done. Having the
scoring end in the third quarter our team mix seemed right with Samira and Gibbo coming off
the wings to force the ball forward and it showed on the board as we outscored Kew 3.2 to 2
goals to go into the final break 7.1-43 to 4.4-28. Only 15 points down. It was a great quarter
of football to watch. Unfortunately, Ibby rolled an ankle and was sorely missed in the last
quarter for that drive out of the centre. Ally took a ball in the face which closed an eye but she
bravely battled on with a permanent wink! We just love her resilience.
The girls once again did us proud and we could not have asked for a greater effort. Had a few
bounces gone our way would have seen a much closer result. Sophie claimed the footy for her
excellent game. Thanks to Skye for being our runner and Brooke for running water with mum
Lisa.
Good job girls. See you at training Tuesday.
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SEASON DATES FOR 2018
Name:
Team:
15 APR

Round
1 Burger night

Time

22 APR

2

29 APR

3

06 MAY

4

11 MAY

U8/9 Mother’s Day night games

13 MAY

5 Mother’s Day

20 MAY

6 U8 Round Robin

27 MAY

7 U9 Round Robin

02 JUN

Trivia night

03 JUN

8

10 JUN

Queen’s Birthday Weekend

17 JUN

9 Burger night

24 JUN

10 Team photos

01 J U L

School holidays

08 J U L

School holidays

15 J U L

11

21 J U L

Social night at The Grand Hotel Warrandyte

22 J U L

12

29 J U L

13

05 AUG

14

12 AUG

15 U10 Light Prem., Burger night

19 AUG

Semi Finals

26 AUG

Preliminary Finals

02 S E P

Grand Final

09 S E P

Presentation Day

Venue
RINGWOOD
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